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RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES TO ACHIEVE THE RISK PROFILE AND CULTURE YOU WANT
 By Dev Strischek 
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Newsletter Article
Once you have assessed your bank’s transaction, intrinsic, and 
concentration risks, you now must decide whether your bank’s risk 
profile fits your bank’s goal. At the end article of Commercial Insights,
we concluded that, Right Bank was high in all three risks: 

Right Bank’s profile is the consequence of an unfocused or 
production driven culture, and its poor asset quality necessitates a 
strategy of moving back toward the values driven side of the credit 
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If Right Bank’s goal is to become a values driven bank, then it must get its Transaction, Intrinsic, and 

Concentration risks under control. Here are the strategies for doing so: 

 Transaction risk 

− Eliminate marginally acceptable borrowers 

− Manage risk distributions by Line of Business 

− Become excellent secured lenders 

 Intrinsic risk 

− Reduce exposures in riskier Lines of Business 

− Exit ABL lending 

− Grow lower risk Lines of Business 

 Concentration risk 

− Set conservative lending guidance 

− Set concentration limits on high risk Lines of Business 

− Raise limits for lower risk Lines of Business 
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Let’s look at each of these strategy options. Transaction risk management depends on the bank’s risk 

rating system. 

Assuming that risk ratings are accurate and timely, the bank must look at its borrowers: 

 Eliminate marginally acceptable borrowers 

− Set exit strategies for watch list borrowers and problem borrowers 

− Strategies should include measurable milestones—when will the borrower be advised 

that the loan or line will not be renewed, when will borrower repay the debt, etc. 

 Manage risk distributions by Line of Business 

− Set maximum limits for each risk rating within each line of business 

 Become excellent secured lenders 

− Discourage unsecured lending to any but most creditworthy borrowers 

− Establish maximum loan-to-value ratios for each type of collateral 

− Employ borrowing base certifications for accounts receivable and inventory lending 

− Enforce margin calls on marketable securities as necessary and paydowns on lines of 

credit when borrowing base certificates indicate overline situations 

− Ensure that loan closing and booking areas are trained in collateral documentation 

Intrinsic risk management means the bank has to make some hard choices about what markets and 

customers it wants to serve. Is the bank better positioned to serve business or consumer clients? Does it 

have the people and systems to support the underwriting and monitoring of all the types of loans the 

bank wants to offer, or does it have to consider: 

 Reducing exposures in riskier Lines of Business (LOB) 

− Which LOB’s generate the lowest risk-adjusted return on capital? 

− Which LOB’s generate disproportionate delinquencies, non-accruals, and charge-offs? 

− What are the costs to remediate an LOB’s people and systems to improve the LOB’s 

asset quality performance 

 Exiting ABL lending 

− True ABL lending requires audits, lock boxes, and close attention to customers by 

experience ABL lenders 

− Unless these loans are priced to cover ABL’s administrative costs, the bank should exit 

this type of lending 

 Growing lower risk Lines of Business 

− Look for Lines of Business that generate high risk-adjusted returns on capital 

− Avoid high-loss Lines of Business 

− Find the right people to staff them 
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Concentration risk management means protecting the bank from lending too much into four commonly 

watched areas -- geography, individual borrower, industry, and Lines of Business — by applying one or 

more of these strategies: 

 Set conservative lending guidance 

− The bank expects its loans to be underwritten to demonstrate ability to repay from cash 

flow, collateral, and guarantees 

− The bank discourages loans with high LTV’s 

− Base loan authorities on total borrower exposure 

− Participate large loans 

− Participate in loans that spread out the bank’s geographic, industry, and Line of Business 

concentration 

− Set concentration limits on high risk Lines of Business 

• Commercial real estate limits are set on exposure to 

 Any one CRE borrower 

 Any one project 

• 100% LTV lending on homes is discouraged 

− Raise limits for lower risk Lines of Business 

• Higher limits encourage loan growth in the desired places 

So some obvious candidates for pruning include: 

 Marginally acceptable borrowers downgraded because of negative operating trends 

 Marginally acceptable or worse rated borrowers in weak economies, markets, industries 

 Marginally acceptable or worse borrowers in high-risk LOB’s 

 Borrowers with Total Borrower Exposure’s (TBE) over risk rating TBE limits 

 Weak borrowers in industries or Lines of Business reaching their concentration limits 

 Weak borrowers with unacceptable ROA’s, RAROC’s, or other internal bank profit measures 

Credit discipline is vital to execution of the pruning process. Account officers become defensive about 

good customers and long-term relationships, but cursory inspection of these pruning candidates usually 

reveals that the client has enjoyed below-market pricing, waiver of fees, approval of overdrafts, non-

enforcement of covenants and conditions, excessive loan-to-value margins, relaxation of timely 

repayment, limitations on guarantees, and a cozier-than-desirable relationship with the bank officer. A 

kind of Stockholm syndrome seems to be at work in problem situations; the relationship manager sees 

himself as the defender, guardian, and ally of the borrower. The most expedient way to solve this 

problem is to require the concurrence of a work-out officer or a higher-level credit officer to approve or 

concur on any renewals or new money to marginally acceptable or worse rated borrowers. 
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Summary 

Once your bank knows what it wants to be, the real challenge is moving it from its old profile and credit 

culture to the desired profile and culture. This article is the last of an eight-part series offering some 

guidance on how to get there; the series is not the complete and final solution. As Oscar Wilde admitted, 

“I am not young enough to know everything.” Use this series as an introduction to the subject, and look 

to the ABA for other excellent guidance and resources. 
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